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� Introduction: a routing and reservation system for EV that relates to 

- charging spot notification TS 101 556-1 and to

- Planning and reservation ITS-001—31

� High level Architecture  

� Routing, application protocol, multimodal routing

� Evaluation system 

� Results: Routing and smart charging impact on the performance 

� Conclusions

Content
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� Conclusions



View on EV-Mobility
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� Guides the users to public charging stations

� Objectives:  minimize travel time, waiting time, ensure that charging spots

and power are available, do not overload the low voltage grid

Options: 

� Destination based routing and 

Charging spot reservation 

Routing service
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� Inclusion of public transport:

multi-modality significantly 

improves the charging options



Parameter value

timestamp

destination (next stop) coordinates

expected arrival time

expected departure time

expected State of charge (SoC)

may use public transport yes/no

charging rates supported slow/normal/quick

price importance high, low

waiting importance high, low

EV sends query message: 

find the best charging station 

,

,
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waiting importance high, low

walking distance importance high, low

renewable importance high, low

payment means card name, null

The response of the routing service can be:

• List of (Station-name, station-ID, station lo-
cation, price, supported service) or

• Message: ”No station in walking distance
from destination” or

• Message: ”All [n] stations in walking dis-
tance from destination are busy”

,



Actors

� electric vehicle (EV)

� Routing server

� Selected charging station (CS_1)

� Distribution grid (DSO)

Interaction overview
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E-mobility simulator
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� Select Origin Area, Destination Area

� Car generation, e.g. 697 trips

� Charging requests distribution acc. to e-mobility study

� Parking duration distribution from 2 to 5 hours 

� Possible charging locations  (approx. 500)

� Parking lots per charging station: 5 

� Power limit at CS: 12-16 kW 

Set-up the E-mobility simulation

 

Parking with or without charging

Driving directly

Driving partially

Walking

Public transport

Start
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� Power limit at CS: 12-16 kW 

� Charging speeds: 3.7, 8 ,11kW  

� Routing 

a. Charging station near the destination

b. Multimodal (using U-Bahn)

� Reservations: up to 3 hours before arrival

� Reservations are valid 15 minutes after the planned arrival time

� Distribution of  early (-17min) and late (+50min) arrivals  

 

Charging Station

Destination



� Successfully charged cars (fully/not fully charged)

� Total energy charged 

� (power) load on each charging station

� Effect of public transport

Evaluation: Performance metrics
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Query for charging spots 
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Fake query,
shows # of trials 
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Scenarios

#1 drive to POI, dumb charging

#2 drive to POI, smart charging

#3 on-trip reservation, dumb charging

#4 query with availability, reservation, smart charging

#5 multimodal query with avail., reserv. Smart charging

0
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query successful

No route found

No charging stations found



Reservation success rate
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0

1 2 3 4 5

reservation successful Reservation failed

Scenarios

#1 drive to POI, dumb charging

#2 drive to POI, smart charging

#3 on-trip reservation, dumb charging

#4 query with availability, reservation, smart charging

#5 multimodal query with avail., reservation,  smart charging



Plugin success rates
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0

1 2 3 4 5

plugin successful plugin failed

Scenarios

#1 drive to POI, dumb charging

#2 drive to POI, smart charging

#3 on-trip reservation, dumb charging

#4 query with availability, reservation, smart charging

#5 multimodal query with avail., reservation, smart charging



� Shown work covers ETSI‘s work items  
- charging spot notification TS 101 556-1 

- planning and reservation of charging spots ITS-001—31

� Minor architectural differences to ETSI framework 

- Single service access point (routing server) as broker

- Charging station aggregates charging spots

� Performance evaluation 

Concluding remarks
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� Performance evaluation 

- Smart charging can correct late arrivals, departures and 
power availability prediction errors.
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